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Abstract

This article empirically explores how populist actors talk

about the nation. This is a research area mostly tackled in

studies on right-wing populism, with other forms of populist

politics usually left out of the analysis. To fill this academic

gap, we focus on the Spanish party Podemos and the Italian

Five Star Movement (M5S). The former is a paradigmatic

example of radical left populism, whereas the latter is com-

monly considered as a catch-all populist party with no clear

ideological connotation. Through a discourse analysis on

leaders' speeches and official public declarations, we focus

on the role that national identity plays in the strategies of

Podemos and M5S and on the type of nation they discur-

sively construct. Whilst Podemos' populist strategy pur-

posely aims at contending to the right ideologically loaded

concepts and signifiers to construct an idea of nation fitting

the party's leftist values, M5S's strategy mostly aims at

appropriating valence issues, such as the “Made in Italy”
brand and the concept of “national interest”. Thus, our anal-
ysis contributes to clarify the differences between the left-

ist political culture of Podemos and the “post-ideological”
one of M5S, as also reflected by survey data confirming

strong differences in “nationalist” attitudes between their

respective electorates.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

How do populist actors talk about the nation? This is a research question mostly tackled in studies on right-wing pol-

itics, which remains the primary focus of European studies on the relationship between populism and nationalism

(with the exception of secessionist populism, e.g. Ruiz Casado, 2020; Mir�o, 2021). Yet, there is scholarly agreement

that some actors of the European radical left also draws from populism and nationalism in their discourse: radical left

populism emerges as a national-popular project that tends to see the nation as its prime political battleground and

even as a source of identity (Custodi, 2017; Eklundh, 2018; Katsambekis & Kioupkiolis, 2019, pp. 103–105; García

Agustín, 2020, pp. 65–80). As Dalle Mulle and Kernalegenn indicate in the introduction of this special issue, this

immediately points to a tension between the universalism of the left and the particularism inherent in nationalism

(Dalle Mulle & Kernalegenn, 2022). It is a tension that has been scarcely explored in recent works on the left, includ-

ing those specifically on left-wing populism (a gap that this special issue contributes to filling). In fact, the scholarly

acknowledgement that left populists frequently use national identity to mobilise support is usually relegated to the

margins of broader analyses – see, for instance, G�omez-Reino and Llamazares, 2015, pp. 2–3; Gerbaudo, 2017,

pp. 122–123; García Agustín and Briziarelli, 2018, p. 18; Basile & Mazzoleni, 2019, p. 7 – and thus lacks more

targeted studies to be substantiated. Consequently, in this article, we tackle this academic gap by advancing an

empirical analysis on the Spanish party Podemos and the Italian Five Star Movement (Movimento Cinque Stelle, here-

after M5S), from their foundation until 2019. The former has been a paradigmatic example of radical left populism,

whilst the latter has been commonly considered as a catch-all populist party hardly classifiable through the left/right

division. Relying on a set of selected speeches, articles and texts by the leadership of the two parties, we provide a

comprehensive assessment of how these two actors refer to national pride and belonging in their discourse. This per-

mits to shed light on how populist actors who are not rightist refer to nationality and to inquire into the differences

between those having a clear-cut leftist identity and those who have not. As the analysis will indicate, populist

parties outside the conceptual borders of right-wing populism, such as Podemos and the M5S, can also include

nationalist elements in their discourse, but these elements differ substantially from the ones of right-wing populist

actors, as well as from each other, because they are intrinsically linked to their specific ideological standpoints and

strategic reflections. In order to substantiate this claim, the article proceeds as follows:

Section 2 engages with the scholarly debate on the relation between populism and nationalism, stressing the

importance of studying it beyond right-wing politics, and presents the research's case studies and methodology.

Section 3 and 4 lay out the empirical analysis on Podemos and M5S, respectively, illustrating how the leadership

of the two parties discursively imagines the nation.

The Discussion and Conclusion section assesses and compares the empirical findings, by also taking into consid-

eration to which extent nationalist ideas are present within the party electorates.

2 | POPULISM AND NATIONALISM BEYOND THE RIGHT

Does populism equate to nationalism? Scholarly works on European politics have often conflated the two terms,

considering populism as “a kind of nationalism” (Stewart, 1969) – a political project that “articulat[es] an anti-elite,

nationalist rhetoric” (Jansen, 2011) and “emphasises nativism or xenophobic nationalism” (Inglehart & Norris, 2016).

As noted by De Cleen and Stavrakakis, this tendency to theoretically conflate nationalism and populism is arguably

2 CUSTODI AND PADOAN
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an unfortunate consequence of the “strong presence of populist radical right parties in Europe”, which become the

prime objects of analysis (De Cleen & Stavrakakis, 2017, p. 3). In fact, as claimed by a string of recent publications,

acknowledging that most of the European populists are also right-wing nationalist does not imply that populism and

nationalism are synonyms (De Cleen, 2017; De Cleen & Stavrakakis, 2017; Kuyper & Moffitt, 2020). Ultimately,

these recent analyses converge on the importance of treating nationalism and populism as two analytically distinct

concepts, because this permits to better study their empirical interaction in concrete politics (Anastasiou, 2019;

Brubaker, 2019; De Cleen & Stavrakakis, 2017, 2020). Although it is useful to distinguish the two concepts analyti-

cally, it ought to be reminded that the political intertwining between the nation and the people is not an exclusive

phenomenon of contemporary right-wing populism, but can be found in countless historical experiences, starting

with the French Revolution (Breuilly, 2012; Conversi, 2020; Mandelbaum, 2016).

Conceptually, nationalism and populism share some similar features: they both refer to an idea of community

whose boundaries are open to political contestation, and neither of the two can be treated as a proper ideology but

rather as a sustainer of the actors' actual ideologies (Freeden, 1998). In fact, both populism and nationalism can be

articulated with a plurality of political and ideological contents (Finlayson, 1998; Stavrakakis & Galanopoulos, 2018).

Moreover, they both bear the idea of being a “sovereign” community, entitled to decide for itself (Anderson, 2006;

Canovan, 2005). Yet, the processes of identification with “the people” and “the nation” also bear specific meanings

and social practices which are profoundly sedimented in contemporary societies. Historically, the concepts of nation

and people have evolved through a “zigzag pattern of semantic change” that led them to increasingly overlap over

time (Greenfeld, 1992, pp. 4–9). But greater coincidence of meanings does not imply that they are identical. It is cer-

tainly possible for a political actor – as we will disclose in the empirical sections – to discursively claim that “the peo-

ple” equates to “the nation”, but the very fact that s/he would need to claim so implies that this is not an automatic

association, but it is rather a political articulation of two concepts whose semantic fields are not perceived as

completely identical by the listener, because they carry out different sedimented meanings.

Drawing from these insights, we depart from substantialist approaches to populism and nationalism based on

generalisable criteria (e.g. Mudde & Rovira Kaltwasser, 2017; Smith, 2005), and rather define these two concepts

from a constructivist perspective, which proves useful to analyse their discursive dimension and the changes in

meanings (De Cleen, 2017). Accordingly, we treat populism as the politics that aims at representing “the people” as a

large powerless group against an elite perceived as a small and illegitimately powerful group, and constructs its political

demands as representing the will of “the people” (De Cleen, 2017; Laclau, 2005; Stavrakakis, 2017; Stavrakakis &

Katsambekis, 2014); and nationalism as the politics of imagining a political community conceived as inherently limited

and sovereign, which can reproduce previous imaginations and/or put forward new ones (Anderson, 1996; Joseph, 2004,

pp. 92–131; Anderson, 2006; Finlayson, 2012). As these definitions indicate, populism and nationalism are not

monolithic forms of politics: just as there is not a single type of populism (March, 2017; Mudde & Rovira

Kaltwasser, 2013), there is also not only one kind of nationalism (Brubaker, 2004; Rivera Pichardo et al., 2021). As

regards to nationalism, its polymorphism has led some scholars to elaborate a normative distinction between patriot-

ism and nationalism, with the former being inclusive, defensive and multicultural; and the latter being its negative

counterpart: exclusive, aggressive and nativist (see, for instance, Adam, 1990; Viroli, 1995). This distinction reflects

the meanings that these words often hold in politics (e.g. Orwell, 1953), but in academic analyses it risks simplifying

the intrinsic plurality of ways through which a national community can be imagined. The politics of imagining a nation

should not be downscaled to a normative nominal category (either good or bad), because positive and negative mani-

festations of national identity (and hybrid forms too) are all shaped by the common underlying logic of nationalism

provided in the definition above (Bonikowski, 2016; Brubaker, 2004). Consequently, in this article we retain from

normatively distinguishing between patriotism and nationalism, opting for treating the two terms as analytically syn-

onyms (Brubaker, 2004). However, this does not imply that in the discourse analysis we overlook the plurality of

terms used by the actors. Differences in the words actors use to label the national community – such as patria,1

country, or nation – may have an empirical value that we do take into account in the analysis.

CUSTODI AND PADOAN 3
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2.1 | Case studies

As stated in the introduction, in this research we focus on the discourse of the Spanish party Podemos and the Italian

M5S.

Podemos is a typical example of “radical left populist” party (Damiani, 2020; Ramiro & Gomez, 2017), which was

founded in Madrid in 2014 by a group of young leftist professors, converging with parts of the militancy of the 2011

anti-austerity movement (15-M) and the small Trotskyist Party Anticapitalist Left. They established Podemos with

the aim of participating in the 2014 European elections, and the party has become since then one of the main actors

of Spanish politics, currently in government as a junior and to-the-left partner of the centre-leftist Spanish Socialist

Workers' Party.

On the contrary, M5S is a “civic populist” movement party (Damiani & Viviani, 2019) that was founded in Milan

in 2009 by Beppe Grillo, a comedian and blogger, and Gianroberto Casaleggio, a web strategist. It has explicitly

defied all attempts to be pigeon-holed in the left/right division (Gerbaudo & Screti, 2017), and it has been governing

in Italy both with the right-wing populist party the League (2018–2019) and with a progressive coalition formed by

centre-left parties (2019–2021).

To the best of our knowledge, only Vittori (2017) and, tangentially, Gerbaudo and Screti (2017) and Damiani and

Viviani (2019) have empirically scrutinised to which extent both Podemos and the M5S can be treated as “national-
ist”. Vittori operationalised the concept of nationalism through the identification of four features: (a) the necessity of

making the borders of the political and of the national unit coincident; (b) the positive valorisation of the members of

the community; (c) the homogeneity of a group – conceived politically and culturally as a nation; and (d) the mon-

opolisation of the right-to-decide by the people within the nation (what is defined as sovereigntism). The author

argued that both parties should be described as “sovereignist” instead of “nationalist”, since they almost entirely lack

in their official discourse any reference to the (a)–(c) features of nationalism. Damiani and Viviani (2019), who

focused on the kind of Euroscepticism that may be associated to these parties, similarly concluded that both

Podemos and M5S should effectively be considered “sovereignist” parties, because their anti-EU stances (more

prominent in the case of the M5S) are deprived of any chauvinist accent. Finally, Gerbaudo and Screti, by looking at

the relationship between “State” and “Nation” in Podemos and M5S's discourses, argued that, although both parties

draw from patriotism, only the M5S has adopted a nationalist position which takes aim at migrants and minorities

(Gerbaudo & Screti, 2017, p. 331).

This article does not disconfirm these findings, although it deepens and qualifies them. Our different approach

on nationalism permits to go beyond the sole measurement of saliency of nationalist claims within Podemos' and

M5S's discourses (as the works mentioned above generally did). In our empirical analysis, we qualitatively analyse

what type of nation they discursively refer to, looking at how both parties exploit national identity to push forward

their political agenda. In this sense, the comparison between Podemos and M5S has a great potential for analytic

purposes. Both parties have arisen in the aftermath of the Great Recession in Southern Europe and have adopted a

populist strategy directed against the governments of their countries, claiming for democratic renewal and rejection

of austerity measures (Padoan, 2020). However, as said above, only Podemos can be included within the European

radical left family. Thus, the comparison allows to emphasise the differences, within non-rightist populist parties,

between the post-ideological populism adopted by M5S and the radical left one represented by Podemos.

2.2 | Data and method

As outlined above, the research purpose of this article is to study how Podemos and the M5S refer to and conceive

the nation in their political discourse. In order to do so empirically, we rely on a set of 60 selected speeches, articles

and texts by the leadership and prominent figures of the two parties, from their foundation until the end of 2019.2

4 CUSTODI AND PADOAN
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For a detailed justification for our data selection, as well as for the entire list of the dataset, see Appendix A of the

supporting information.

All the data have been subjected to qualitative thematic analysis, a method for discourse analysis whose flexibil-

ity is particularly suitable to interpretive approaches (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Gerbaudo & Screti, 2017; Ryan &

Bernard, 2003). A theme is an idea expressed in a text (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, p. 87), which “captures something

important about the data in relation to the research question, and represents some level of patterned response or

meaning within the data set” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 82). Relying on a qualitative coding procedure (Coffey &

Atkinson, 1996), we used MAXQDA, a qualitative data analysis software, to identify the central patterns of the dis-

course of M5S and Podemos in reference to the nation. We gradually moved from descriptive open coding, which

stays close to the texts and simply identifies the presence of national (ist) vocabulary, towards more selective and

theoretically inspired coding that focuses on the processes of signification of the nation in the discourse. Although

our thematic analysis is primarily qualitative, we also used some quantitative techniques whether this proved neces-

sary to introduce and/or strengthen the argument. In fact, qualitative discourse analysis may also include some quan-

titative data in order to “provide an initial picture of the overall patterns of discourse, whilst registering the presence

of ‘overwording’, unusual collocations, and specific rhetorical figures” (Howarth, 2005, p. 337). This part of the anal-

ysis was done with KH Coder, a software for quantitative content analysis.

Finally, when looking at party electorate, we rely on survey data from different post-electoral surveys con-

ducted by the Centro de Investigaciones Sociol�ogicas in Spain and by the Italian National Elections Studies in Italy

(see Appendix B).

3 | THE NATION IN PODEMOS

“Social-democratic, patriotic and plurinational” – these are the keywords that Pablo Iglesias, Podemos' Secretary-

General from 2014 to 2021, used during the electoral campaign of 2016 to define what Podemos stands for, adding

that “Marx and Engels too were social democrats” [ES7]. The second term – patriotic – may seem odd for labelling a

party of the radical left, albeit in its populist version, considering that national pride is far from being a common trait of

the European radical left (March & Keith, 2016). It may seem even odder in Spain, as the Spanish radical left had been

avoiding any reference to Spanish national identity in its discourse since late-Francoism onwards (Navarro Ardoy, 2015;

Rendueles & Sola, 2019), due to its ideological closeness to Spain's peripheral nationalisms (Quiroga, 2010) and to the

legacy of Francoism over the meaning of Spanishness (Núñez Seixas, 2010; Ruiz Jiménez et al., 2021).

Yet, Iglesias' choice of defining Podemos as patriotic was not a one-time tentative rhetorical formula, but it has

been a constant since the founding of the party. In fact, Iglesias and the party's other leaders have frequently drawn

from a national popular vocabulary, claiming to be proud of Spain and of them being Spaniards. They have been artic-

ulating left-wing socioeconomic claims and cultural pluralism together with up-front Spanish patriotism. This repre-

sents a turning point for the radical left in Spain: very few Spanish left-wing activists, if any, would have predicted

that in 2016 they would be cheering at a leader who, during the closing rally of the electoral campaign, stated that

they are the ones who represent “patria, order, law, institutions”, whilst, in front of him, the crowd was holding giant

letters that together formed the phrase “the patria is the people” [ES4].
This bond between the idea of patria and the idea of people is central to Podemos' patriotism. As the head of

Podemos' parliamentary group Pablo Echenique puts it, “to love your country is to love your people and to be a

patriot is to make sure that people who live in Spain have a decent life. For this reason, we are enormously proud to

be Spanish” [ES12]. In the words of Íñigo Errej�on, number two of Podemos from 2014 to 2018, it is not the “elite”,
but the “humble people” to whom the patria belongs [ES8]. In saying so, Podemos entangles the creation of the

political frontiers typical of populism (us, the people vs. them, the elite) with the in-out relation typical of nationalism

(patriot vs. antipatriot), framing Spain “as a country of the People against the antipatriotic elites” [ES9]. This has been
clear since the first party conference in 2014, when Iglesias exemplified this entanglement by saying that

CUSTODI AND PADOAN 5
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talking about patria [means] talking about the dignity of the people regardless of their spoken lan-

guage, it is talking about the need to have schools where people can send their children, it is talking

about the need to have hospitals, it is talking about the need to have the best health professionals.

That is it. Feeling proud of your country. Proud of having the best public schools, proud of having the

best hospitals. It is not the political elite that makes the country work, nor does it make the trains run

on time, or the hospitals and the schools work. It is the people. This is our patria: the people [ES1].

During inflammatory parts of Iglesias' speeches, patriotism emerges vigorously, with abundant references to

Spain, patria and pride in being a Spaniard. By way of example, Table 1 illustrates a simple quantitative analysis con-

ducted to the speeches Iglesias gave at the closing rally of the electoral campaigns, for the 2016 and 2019 general

elections, respectively [ES4, ES23]. It shows that nationality (expressed with different terms, such as patria, Spain,

country and Spaniard/s) is a foreground theme in the discourse.3

As explained in section 2, patriotism is not “univocal”: there is not a unique way of praising national belonging

(Anderson, 1996; Finlayson, 1998). In the case of Podemos, national pride is framed within a progressive political

agenda based on left-wing economic claims and cultural pluralism. Working people and the poor are often labelled as

“patriots” [ES4, ES13, ES20, ES24], and the contemporary feminist movement is praised as “the real Spain” [ES18],

performing a “republican and social patriotism” [ES15]. Along similar lines, people active in grassroot social move-

ments, from the animal right movements to the young people who fight against climate change, are “heroes who

build the patria” and “true patriots” [ES3, ES20, ES23]. On the contrary, tax-evading billionaires and corrupt politi-

cians became “an elite that uses the Spanish flag to hide its corruption” [ES10]; they are “enemies of Spain” [ES3]

and “traitors of the patria” [ES21], “unworthy to even pronounce the word Spain or the world patria” [ES4].
The defence and expansion of the welfare state is a central axis of Podemos' patriotism [ES14]. For instance,

during the closing speech at the 2015 party demonstration Marcha del Cambio, Iglesias defines the patria as the

TABLE 1 The most recurrent nouns in Iglesias' speeches at the closing rally for the 2016 and 2019 general
elections

2016 2019

Nouns Frequency Nouns Frequency

Corruption (corrupci�on) 30 Spain (España) 13

Thanks (gracias) 22 Country (país) 11

Patria (patria) 20 Campaign (campana) 9

Spain (España) 18 Constitution (constituci�on) 8

Right/s (derecho/s) 11 Spaniard/s (español/es) 7

Law (ley) 10 Contract/s (contrato/s) 7

Country (país) 10 Company/es (empresa/s) 7

Change (cambio) 9 People (gente) 7

Word (palabra) 9 Majority (mayoría/s) 7

People/s (pueblo/s) 9

Europe (Europa) 8

Institution/s (instituci�on/es) 8

Comrade/s (compañero/a/os/as) 7

People (gente) 7

History (historia) 7

Total nouns of the speech 671 Total nouns of the speech 448

6 CUSTODI AND PADOAN
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community which ensures that patients are treated in the best hospitals with the best medicines and adds in out-

raged tones that “his patria” has been “humiliated” by “this scam that they call austerity” [ES2]. Similarly, in the clos-

ing rally of the 2015 electoral campaign, he states that he wants to be the president of a country where any of its

citizens, when s/he travels to the United States and sees how someone there can die for lack of health insurance,

can feel proud of being a Spaniard, proud of being from a country where the best health care is public and looks after

everyone [ES3]. Commenting on right-wing activists who were screaming “long live Spain” in an attempt to interrupt

a Podemos meeting, he says:

Of course, long live Spain! But defending Spain is to defend public services. Defending Spain is to

defend public companies, defending Spain is to defend public health, it is to defend the public pension

system, it is to defend the dignity of workers. This is what defending Spain means, and no jingoist […]

with the ideas of Margaret Thatcher, running dog of rich people, is going to give us lessons on what

being a Spaniard means [ES21].

In frontal opposition to Spanish right-wing patriotism – that imagines Spain around the ideas of state centralism

and monoculturalism (Coller et al., 2018; Herrera & Miley, 2018) – the Spain of Podemos is a “plurinational country”
[ES11, ES18]: “a patria made out of different languages, cultures and feelings” [ES6], “a country of countries where

citizens have different national attachments” [ES7]. Linguistic and cultural differences are not only acknowledged as

defining features of Spain, but they are also presented as sources of national pride. Iglesias claims to be “proud of a

diverse and plurinational Spain” [ES6]: “I am proud to be Spanish and I like Spain. I like how Spain sounds in Basque,

how it sounds in Spanish, how it sounds in Galician, how it sounds in Catalan. I like my country because it is diverse”
[ES23]. In endorsing this pluralist and inclusive conceptualisation of Spanish identity, Iglesias asserts that a Spaniard

is “everyone who lives and works in Spain, regardless of her/his origin” [ES16] and this is exactly what “really tor-

ments fascists”: “to see Senegalese and Bangladeshis proudly wrapped in the Spanish flag” [ES16]. Similarly, the fact

that Spain did not experience any substantial xenophobic backlash during the migrant crisis is framed as a source of

national pride: “we must be very proud of being Spaniards”, Iglesias claims in mid-2018, “because in Spain there has

not been a xenophobic response to refugees and migration flows such as in other countries” [ES17].
As we have shown, Podemos' patriotism is always signified in opposition to internal and not external adversaries.

It is not related to international politics but remains limited to the arena of national politics. Although the party does

express some mild (and often secondary) Eurosceptic stances, these are rarely linked to their patriotism: in all the

texts we analysed, Podemos' criticisms of the European Union are never framed within a nationalist narrative;

instead, they are usually expressed through the traditional narrative of the radical left's alter-Europeanism – as a call

for a social Europe and for European solidarity, against the neoliberal policies of the EU (see also, Damiani &

Viviani, 2019). In the words of Iglesias, “we dream of a Europe of citizens. Not of merchants and banks. A Europe of

the people and the peoples” [ES2]. When Podemos leaders talk about European affairs and criticise EU-led austerity

policies, their patriotic rhetoric fades away and references to national identity become virtually non-existent. This

indicates that the supposed link between left-wing Euroscepticism and nationalism, as argued by Halikiopoulou

et al., does not hold true in the case of Podemos (see Halikiopoulou et al., 2012).

Finally, Podemos' patriotism draws largely from morality and emotions. The feeling of “pride” plays a central role

in the articulation of nationality: a recurring pattern is to first declare pride in Spain/patria/Spanishness and to soon

move to the definition of what Spain/patria/Spanishness really means. For instance, Iglesias is “proud of being a

Spaniard” because in his patria “the best healthcare is public and looks after everyone” [ES3]. If we look deeper at

the Iglesias' speeches presented in Table 1, we see that the adjective “proud” is the most recurrent one throughout

both speeches, as Table 2 indicates, and it is mostly associated with national terms, as Table 3 shows.45

In triggering the feeling of national belonging, the party leadership has not merely drawn on “constitutional patri-
otism” (Müller & Scheppele, 2007); it has, rather, opted for an idea of moral community based on an emotion-

charged national-popular vocabulary capable of fuelling an emotional collective identity [ES25] in a similar vein to
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the Latin America's Bolivarian Left (Burbano de Lara, 2015, pp. 22–23). As Iglesias provocatively said, “being consti-

tutional patriots is not so sexy after all” [ES5]. Rather than defining their patriotism in simply constitutional terms,

they fused it with the emotional dimension of left-populism (Eklundh, 2018), resulting in the decent people being the

nation, and the corrupt elite being not really Spaniards [ES19]. However, this is an aspect where our analysis also

indicates a certain degree of change over the years. Although we found scarce reference to the Spanish constitution

in the discourse of Podemos during the years 2014–2018, this changed in 2019. During the electoral campaign for

the 2019 election there was a novel attempt to include the constitution in their patriotic discourse. In the same way

that they claimed to be proud of Spain and of being Spaniards, they also added pride in the Spanish constitution,

seemingly taking a position of constitutional patriotism; but they did so without breaking from the emotional and

moral dimensions of populism [ES21, ES22, ES23].

Before moving on to the analysis of the M5S, one last point deserves to be addressed, albeit briefly: why

Podemos has so extensively resorted to a patriotic rhetoric, despite the widespread anti-national stances of the

Spanish radical left (for a more detailed examination of the reasons, see Custodi, 2020). In fact, 1 year before

founding Podemos, Iglesias still claimed that Spanish identity was of no use to the left, and he personally could not

even pronounce the word “Spain” [ES26]. However, in the discussions before launching the party, Iglesias and the

TABLE 2 The most recurrent adjectives in Iglesias' speeches at the closing rally for the 2016 and 2019 general
elections

2016 2019

Adjectives Frequency Adjectives Frequency

Proud (orgulloso/s) 22 Proud (orgulloso/s) 11

Social (social/es) 13 Spanish (español/a/es) 9

Political (politico/a/as) 12 Public (público/os/a/as) 9

First (primer/a/os) 5 Political (politico/a/as) 6

European (europeo/a/os/as) 5 Social (social/es) 5

Historic (hist�orico/a/os) 5

Total adjectives of the speech 166 Total adjectives of the speech 125

TABLE 3 Nouns and adjectives that co-occur the most with the adjective “proud” (orgulloso/s) in Iglesias'
speeches at the closing rally for the 2016 and 2019 general elections

2016 2019

Nouns and adjectives Frequency Nouns and adjectives Frequency

Spain (España) 6 Spanish (español/a/es) 5

Patria (patria) 4 Country (país) 3

Social (social) 3 Spain (España) 3

Spanish (español/a/es) 3 Family (Familia/s) 2

Europe (Europa) 2 Patria (patria) 2

History (Historia) 2

Institution (Instituci�on) 2

Struggle (Lucha) 2

People (Pueblo) 2

Total nouns and adjectives of the speech 837 Total nouns and adjectives of the speech 573

8 CUSTODI AND PADOAN
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party's other future leaders began to form the view that, for a populist project to be successful, it had to include “the
aim of refounding a new Spanish national identity” [ES29]. Patriotism, they believed, would provide legitimacy and

strength to their political project, as well as curbing the consensus of the right. As Errej�on remembers

from the beginning, a distinctive feature of Podemos was its social and democratic patriotism,

synthesised in the slogan “the patria is the people”, of clear national-popular resonance. This was rad-

ically innovative in Spain since the end of the dictatorship, and was harshly criticised by the Left who

accused Podemos of getting close to the extreme right – when in fact it was blocking its way on

[ES30].

According to Errej�on, this resignification of Spanish identity served at denying right-wing actors “the opportunity

to put forward, uncontested, their own view of what the country stands for” [ES27]. Progressive forces must

hegemonise the terrain of national identification – he insisted – or the reactionary forces will do so instead [ES18,

ES19]. This would not come easily for them, because

our political group [the leftists] lost a war [the Spanish Civil War], and when they lost a war they lost a

country, and the country began to be associated with the Right, and when they take this away from

you, when they take away from you a flag that can be used to name us all, they have taken much

away from you [ES32].

Notwithstanding the difficulties, the main figures of the party leadership became convinced that this was a nec-

essary and important part of the populist strategy they aimed to put forward. If controlling the meaning of popular

concepts is central for a populist strategy (Mouffe, 2018), then for a left-populist project to be successful in Spain,

people's banal nationalism had to be wrested from the grasp of the right and reframed with progressive values [ES8,

ES28]. Therefore, patriotism was deliberately used by the party's goal-oriented leadership as a means to challenge

the association of nationhood with right-wing values typical of Spanish politics and to propose another identification

with Spain along inclusive and leftist lines. It emerged as a deliberate left-populist strategy that can be readily

defined as counter-hegemonic patriotism (Custodi, 2020; Custodi & Caiani, 2021), because it was openly conceived to

shape an alternative form of national identification aimed at challenging the dominant one on its own terrain.

4 | THE NATION IN THE FIVE STAR MOVEMENT

Although the categorisation of the M5S as a form of “inclusionary populism” (Mudde & Rovira Kaltwasser, 2013),

jointly with Southern European left-populist parties such as Podemos, has recently become more diffused among

scholars (e.g. Font et al., 2019; Hutter & Kriesi, 2019; Padoan, 2020), previous researches preferred either to escape

from the inclusionary-exclusionary dimension (defining the party as a case of “valence issue populism”,
e.g. Zulianello, 2019) or to treat M5S's populism as “polyvalent”. According to Pirro, “its populist frame has been able

to incorporate ideological features attributed to the “new politics” of the libertarian left as much as the “new popu-

lism” of the radical right”, with particular reference to the restrictive stance adopted by the party on migration issues

(Pirro, 2018, p. 443). Indeed, the policy preferences held by the M5S on those issues have proved to be compatible

with populist radical right-wing's ones. However, the party's ideological and discursive justifications seem to have lit-

tle to do with nativism, which posit that “states should be inhabited exclusively by members of the native group and

non-native elements (persons and ideas) are fundamentally threatening the homogenous nation-state”
(Mudde, 2007, p. 19). In fact, it is very hard to find references to ethnicity in the party discourse within the speeches

we selected. Yet, appeals in defence of the “country” can be traced since the early phases of the M5S's history

[IT29], and they have become more forceful (including references to the signifier “patria”) since the party has
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reached governmental positions [IT13, IT21, IT2, IT3, IT4, IT5]. Overall, we argue that in the M5S's discourse on the

nation appeals for the restoration of the country's sovereignty and claims that Italy “must be respected” abound,

whilst nativism is mostly absent, with a few exceptions, as we will see.

In terms of “national pride”, the M5S, very interestingly, displays two (apparently contradictory) tendencies: on

the one side, the party insistingly celebrates “Italian excellences”’, such as specific national figures or entire eco-

nomic sectors that are supposedly recognised worldwide as Italian products (the so-called “Made in Italy”). On the

other side, the party at times refers to “Italians” in a pejorative way, by essentialising them as a people prone to cli-

entelism and lack of civic sense, and presents itself as a vehicle of a “cultural revolution” [IT2] which would be neces-

sary to change the Italian mentality. In both cases, the M5S emphasises a certain “exceptionalism” (Chernilo, 2020)

of Italy as a nation. M5S founder Beppe Grillo argued in 2013 [IT30]: “Two Italy exist: Italy A and Italy B. The first

one is formed by those who benefit from politics, by civil servants who have the certainty of receiving a salary, by

pensioners. The second one is composed by self-employed workers, unemployed and precarious workers, SMEs, stu-

dents. Italy A is obviously interested in defending the status quo. In their flags we can read: ‘teniamo famiglia’”, a sar-

castic motto that refers to Italian familism. The celebration of Italian “talents” and eccellenze (IT14; IT15; IT20),

typical of the “Italian self-reflexion genre” (Di Gesù, 2014), goes together with arguments echoing both the literature

on the welfare state's insider-outsider divide (Rueda, 2007) and the classic theses by Banfield on the Italian “amoral

familism” (Banfield, 1958).
The appropriation of the “made in Italy” brand gives the M5S the opportunity of, for instance, attacking EU free

trade policies (e.g. “we have been copied by, and sold to, China”, in detriment to “small producers of typical excel-

lences from Italian regions” [IT14]) or presenting itself as the true defender of Italian export-led economy [IT17]. The

celebration-mythisation of SMEs (and a consequent downplaying of any class divide in the name of organicist views,

see Caruso, 2016) is linked in the party discourse with producerist ideas (Berlet & Lyons, 2002), although M5S's

social policy proposals are less consonant with welfare producerism. Indeed, in the M5S we also find, as a policy flag-

ship, the introduction of new forms of social assistance (the reddito di cittadinanza, “citizenship income”). Yet, high
relevance has been given to the so-called “anti-sofa clauses”, to disincentive opportunistic behaviours by the recipi-

ents (Stamati, 2020).

It is precisely such legalistic approach, well-visible in anti-corruption stances – forming, according to some

scholars, the real ideological core of the party (e.g. Zulianello, 2019) – that justifies the exclusionary positions of the

M5S on migration issues: critiques against the “migration business” (allegedly involving “leftist” non-government

organizations [IT6]) go hand in hand with calls for repatriating illegal residents [IT20]. In 2013, Grillo and Casaleggio

even criticised a bill proposed by the M5S's parliamentary group for abrogating the “crime of clandestinity”: “if dur-
ing the electoral campaign we had announced the abrogation of this crime, which exists in countries much more civil

than Italy, we would have barely reached 1% of the votes. We are not here to ‘educate’ citizens in a pedagogic way,

like old parties. The M5S and the citizens are one same entity” [IT7, italics added]. Grillo and Casaleggio merged the

emphasis on “common sense” and critiques against “uncivil Italy” with xenophobic appeals by putting in contrast

natives and migrants: “How many illegal migrants can we afford to host, if one Italian out of eight does not have

money for lunch?” [IT7].
Grillo's xenophobic appeals reappeared on the debate on ius soli (i.e. the possibility of extending Italian citizen-

ship to all the children born in the Italian soil): “such a proposal will change the geography of our country” [IT27, italics
added]. Rather than the ius soli, the M5S is officially backing [IT10] the so-called ius culturae (i.e. citizenship is given

after having attended Italian schools for 5 years), although it specifies that it “should come after having solved other

emergencies, such as people that do not have money for lunch” [IT8, in 2013], and considers the overall debate “def-
initely inopportune in such a difficult conjuncture” [IT9, in 2020]. For the purposes of this article and of this special

issue, it is also important to notice how the debates on the citizenship law have been sometimes linked to the access

to social policy by the M5S,6 which in this way winked at xenophobic sentiments whilst reaffirming its supposed

“post-ideological” methods, in contrast with “ideological debates” over these issues [IT6].

10 CUSTODI AND PADOAN
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A key element of the M5S's “sovereignist” rhetoric consists in the defence of “national interests” in the interna-

tional arena and, consequently, in the need to “assure that Italy has the respect it deserves” [IT17; IT19]. The impor-

tance of national interests is particularly emphasised by the current leader Giuseppe Conte [IT21] who defined them

as “the true North Star that guides our government” [IT17, IT16]. On migration issues, the M5S repeatedly invokes

the abrogation of the Dublin Regulation: “EU response has unveiled egoisms […]. EU showed its weakness […] with

the complicity of previous [centre-left]7 Italian governments, which failed to make themselves respected in Europe”
[IT25]. On the long-lasting debates on the European Stability Mechanism, the party opposed it by saying that “it
implies a transfer of sovereignty and it mortgages the future of the citizens” [IT1].

Sovereignist and patriotic appeals, as we anticipated, increased in number after the victorious elections in March

2018 and the formation of the government with the radical right party League in May 2018. M5S's Euroscepticism

skyrocketed when the President of the Republic Mattarella vetoed the possible appointment of a Eurosceptic figure

at the top of the Ministry of Economics: according to Di Maio “in this country you may be a criminal, a tax-evader,

[…], under investigation for corruption, and you can be a Minister. But if you have criticised the EU, you cannot”
[IT12]. When the first budgetary bill was approved (the so-called Manovra del Popolo), a profusion of populist-

sovereignist speeches were made. “The bill is approved!”, with letters coloured with the national colours green,

white and red, was the title of a blog post on the official website Il Blog delle Stelle: “the first bill written in only one

language: in Italian! This is not a bill written by Brussels, [our government] instead of PASSIVELY ACCEPTING EU'S

IMPOSITIONS […] WENT TO BRUSSELS AND BROUGHT A POPULAR BILL INTO THOSE PALACES. THIS IS A

TRUE AND CONSTRUCTIVE POPULISM WHICH IS ALSO WRITTEN IN OUR CONSTITUTION […] SOVEREIGNTY

BELONGS TO THE PEOPLE […]” [IT2; capital letters in the original]. Manovra del Popolo was celebrated as a bill that,

in contrast to the critiques from “99% of the media system…the Single Thinking Choir” [IT3] and from “nearly all the

parties that defended the interests of big corporations and of opportunistic entrepreneurs”, would have redistributed

wealth “after decades of blind austerity hitting workers and companies” [IT4]. As one of the most visible M5S's Sena-

tors Gianluigi Paragone (who later left the M5S and founded the party Italexit) emphatically declared, and quite con-

sonantly with our previous reflections: “this is a Made in Italy bill, written in Italy, not in Europe […] it's a social bill, an

Italian social bill […] Europe cannot write a bill like this, because the EU only knows the ‘austerity grammar’” [IT5;

italics in the original].

Interestingly enough, such rhetoric was not entirely abandoned when the M5S-League government broke apart,

and the M5S joined the Democratic Party in a new government alliance. In the opening speech for the new govern-

ment, the PM Conte declared: “defending our national interest does not mean to pursue isolationist strategies: it

means to put our patria beyond everything, to resist economic powers and undue foreign pressures” [IT21]. Patriotic
appeals were also recurrent in the debates on the NextGenerationEU funds, mainly in order to attack “false sover-

eignist parties like the League […] who stand with austerity champions like Orbàn and German and Dutch hawks […].

We would have expected all Italian parties united as a Roman testudo formation, instead there were parties breaking

the unity and betraying the interests of our patria […] it's time for history: Italy called”, echoing the lyrics of the Italian

national anthem [IT13].

Such pompous declarations show how signifiers like patria and nation (al interests) include criticisms against

post-democracy, neoliberal austerity and in favour of wealth redistribution (thus clearly differentiating the party from

the populist right), as well as a rejection of class conflicts and, as emerging from Grillo's speeches recalled above, a

“whitening” portray of Italian people, in stark contrast with Southern European left-wing populist parties such as

Podemos. However, in the M5S's rhetoric, more central than the notion of patria (and far more important than

nation), is the concept of state, coherently with the recurrence of the terms such as citizens/persons. A state that must

be made more respected both internally, against corruption8 and other forms of illegal behaviour, paving the way to

harsh law-and-order stances, and externally, by defending “national interest” beyond any “ideological” defence of EU

institutions or international alliances and blocs.9

A further confirmation of these claims comes from the analysis of Luigi Di Maio's speech at the closing rally for

the 2018 general elections (see Tables 4 and 5). The most frequent noun within his 32 min speech is “Country”
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(Paese), a much less loaded term than patria (which, as well as nation, was not even mentioned). “Italy” comes after

“World”. All of these terms are often put in contraposition (e.g. “the world has changed whilst Italy is always the

same”; “this country does not change and adapt to the world because who rules does not want to change”; “we have

to open Italy to the world”), whilst the rhetoric of Italian “excellences” abounds (“we are the Italy of Olivetti, Marco

Polo, Enrico Fermi”; “I went to ask the contribution of all the eccellenze of this country”). The “Movement” makes

clear its ambition to “govern” (see Table 4), to set “big” goals and face “big” challenges (see Table 5), and to “make

you finally proud of Italian politics”. The term “state” is always used emphatically: “when my decree will be approved,

the state will be on my side when my first son will be born”; “Italians do not have children because the state now is

against them”; “we have the opportunity to have a state on our side during the most difficult moments of our lives”;
“Italians had to build solidarity networks because the state was not supportive”; “we aim for a honest state”; “we

want to fly and know that we can fall because the state is there to protect you if you fail”; “no one will be left behind

by the state”. The recurrence of the term “first” also intends to emphasise the “kind revolution” that the MoVement

intended to start as well as its priorities: “our first decree of our first Council of Ministers will cut the MP's salaries

by half” [IT11].10,11

TABLE 4 The most recurrent nouns in Luigi Di Maio's speech at the closing rally for the 2018 general elections

2018

Nouns Frequency

Country (Paese) 22

Year/s (anno/i) 21

People/persons (persone) 19

Movement (Movimento) 15

World (mondo) 13

Italy (Italia) 12

Month/s (mese/i) 11

Son (figlio) 10

Government (governo) 10

State (Stato) 10

Work/job (lavoro) 9

Life (vita) 9

Total nouns of the speech 408

TABLE 5 The most recurrent adjectives in Luigi Di Maio's speech at the closing rally for the 2018 general
elections

2018

Adjectives Frequency

Big (grande) 15

First (primo/a) 11

Fair, right (giusto/a) 6

Political (politico/a) 6

Public (pubblico/a) 6

Last (ultimo/a) 6

Total adjectives of the speech 102
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5 | DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In the empirical analysis of this article, we inquired into Podemos and M5S's discourses on the nation, two non-

rightist populist parties which made an electoral breakthrough after the Great Recession in their respective countries.

We emphasised their different ideological positioning, as only Podemos can be treated as a left-populist party

whereas the M5S has more civic and post-ideological stances. They both tried to develop a discourse potentially

appealing to a broader electorate, and, in the case of Podemos, to constituencies going beyond those traditionally

associated to the radical Left. References to the national community effectively assumed an important role in their

discourse, more prominently in the case of Podemos. However, as summarised in Table 6, which includes different

“nationalist elements” which this special issue pays particular attention to, the discursive strategies pursued by

Podemos and the M5S were quite different, as well as the meanings they attached to national belonging and pride.

In the case of the M5S, we found that this party did not properly work on the concept of “nation”. However, it

did wink (with some success, as data reported in Appendix B display) at nationalist voters through conservative

stances on migration issues (motivated by a “law and order” rhetoric and practice) and welfare chauvinist positions –

well visible in the restrictions included in the party's flagship reddito di cittadinanza. Furthermore, the M5S's defence

of “made in Italy” perfectly fits with the party's strategy of looking for and relaunching Italian talents, as well as with

the party's mythologisation of Italian SMEs. Such an emphasis on the “made in Italy” brand can also be interpreted

as an attempt of appropriation of forms of banal nationalism (Billig, 1995) staying in between the production and the

consumption spheres, since “fashion and food play a particularly important role in the construction of Italianicity”
(Rabbiosi, 2018, p. 73). On the other hand, the party displayed overtly sovereignist and Eurosceptic platforms, at

times also calling for the defence of the patria, which did assume for a while – and particularly in the first governing

phase – some relevance within party's official discourse. However, the concept of state – implicitly, the Italian state,

representing the Italian citizens – seems to be the truly central signifier that the M5S aimed at “owning”: a state to

be served with honesty (or, as the former PM often says, quoting article 54 of the Constitution: “with discipline and

honour”), to be respected by the Italian citizens (and, as a consequence, anti-corruption and anti-tax-evaders stances

ensue) and also abroad (and, as a consequence, sovereigntism, soft Euroscepticism and anti-Troika claims ensue); a

State that needs to be strengthened through expansionary social policies in order to “not leave anyone behind”. Nor

the concept of “honesty”, nor arguably the concept of “state” were branded by other Italian political parties when

the M5S began its rising trajectory. This opened a great window of opportunity for the M5S, which had great success

among voters mostly concerned with unemployment and corruption (see Appendix B). In sum, the M5S (successfully)

TABLE 6 Nationalist elements in Podemos and M5S' discourses: A summary

Five star movement Podemos

References to

the national

community

Word patria Non-central; more present during the

governing phase

Central; resignified through

references to welfare policies

and multiculturalism

Word nation Non-central; present when referring

to “national interests”
Avoided, replaced by

“plurinationalism”

National pride Present in the “made in Italy” rhetoric,
but not in the essentialisation of

Italian traits

Absent symbolically, but very

much present rhetorically along

with leftist stances

Policy stances Welfare chauvinism Present, although camouflaged by

legalistic arguments

Totally absent

Europeanism From hard to soft Euroscepticism Alter-Europeanism

Overall strategy Avoiding “ideological” battles and
imposing a new political vocabulary

(e.g. honesty, state)

Counter-hegemonic battle on

signifiers associated to the right

(e.g. patria, Spain)
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aimed at advancing its own, new political vocabulary, avoiding any “battle” for owning semantic overloaded words.

The (partial) exception is the term “patria”, more easily associated to Italian right-wing political cultures. As we saw,

the M5S began to adopt it since its access to government, and kept using it after the end of the government with

the League, against Italian populist radical right parties, occasionally dubbing them as “fake patriots/sovereignists”.
In contrast, Podemos pursued quite a different – and, arguably, more difficult and complex – strategy, that is, to

play counter-hegemonically on the terrain of national identification. The party invested many energies to try laying

claim on Spanish identity and to assign new meanings to overloaded concepts such as patria and Spain whilst simul-

taneously talking about plurinationalism – a novel concept, arguably more resonant with a left-wing electorate.

Although Podemos' voters proved to be much more attracted by (or, at least, responsive to) the concept of

plurinationalism than to Spanish pride (see Appendix B), the party nonetheless attempted to draw largely to patriot-

ism as a means to challenge the right on its own terrain. It centred its discourse on the defence of public services

against “anti-patriotic” austerity policies, articulating leftist claim with a national-popular vocabulary. In later years,

changes in party discourse led constitutional patriotism (jointly with a more traditional leftist narrative and symbol-

ism) to acquire more importance. Finally, and clearly in contrast with the M5S, Podemos' patriotism never led to any

“chauvinistic deviation” on policy stances, neither in terms of access to welfare and citizenship nor in terms of the

party's strategy on EU issues, where Podemos quite consistently embraced “alter-Europeanism”, in line with most of

the contemporary European radical left.

Overall, this article has indicated that populist parties outside the conceptual borders of right-wing populism,

such as Podemos and the M5S, can also include relevant nationalist elements in their discourse, but these elements

are not necessarily exclusionary and/or ethnocultural, and thus do not equate to the ones of right-wing populist

actors – to whom the recent literature on populism and nationalism centred most of its empirical focus. What is

more, nationalist elements also differ between Podemos and the M5S, and this is because the ideas of national

belonging and pride the two parties refer to are intrinsically linked to their specific ideological standpoints and strate-

gic reflections. As our findings confirm, nationalism is not an ideological stance per se, but it reflects actors' ideology

and strategy. However, parties who include nationalist elements in their discourse also have to deal with sedimented

meanings and values around the idea of nationality (Finlayson, 1998, p. 113). This complicates strategic attempts of

resignification in a progressive direction, especially for left-wing actors, whose core voters and activists in Spain and

Italy tend to be reluctant to identify with the nation (see Appendix B).

Finally, it ought to be remembered that our empirical analysis focused on the discourse of Podemos and the

M5S until 2019, although in the most recent years, especially with the emergence of new challenges such as the

global pandemic, these parties have both entered into new political trajectories that partially affected their populist

and nationalist discursive elements. New fruitful studies on populism and nationalism beyond the right could thus

come from the analysis of the pandemic years, and this paper can represent a solid starting point for studies of

this kind.
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ENDNOTES
1 We decided to leave the word “patria” untranslated, since it is understandable for English-speaking readers. The English

term with the closest meaning would be “fatherland” or “homeland”.
2 Given that all texts analysed are either in Spanish or Italian, any phrases reported within inverted commas were first

translated into English by ourselves.
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3 All nouns that recur at least seven times are shown in the table.
4 All adjectives that recur at least five times are shown in the table.
5 The frequency refers to the number of sentences in which the adjective “proud” co-occurs. Only nouns and adjectives

whose frequency is ≥2 are listed. Given that the division in sentences of an oral speech is questionable, the absolute

value of the frequency should be taken with a grain of salt. However, the relative value of the frequency is highly indica-

tive, and it clearly shows that terms related to nationality are among the most co-occurring ones for the adjective

“proud”.
6 Indeed, the reddito di cittadinanza, as approved in 2019, imposes, among other bureaucratic obstacles, a minimum of

10 years of residence in Italy to be eligible.
7 Also defined as “bedside rugs” of Washington [IT18] and of “bankers of Europe” [IT25].
8 See the slogan adopted by the M5S to celebrate its anti-corruption bill Legge Spazzacorrotti (“Corrupter-Destroyer Bill”):
“Do not challenge the State!”.

9 “[Arguing in favour of revoking economic sanctions against Russia] The M5S is not pro-Putin, nor pro-US: it is pro-Italy. It

is our right and our duty to work for our national interest” [IT22].
10 All nouns that recur at least nine times are shown in the table.
11 All adjectives that recur at least six times are shown in the table.
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